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From the President 

When one tugs at a single thing in nature he finds it 
attached to the rest of the world – John Muir 

Several months ago, I was  walking through one of the  
properties, newly acquired, by Nature Conservancy of Canada 
(Crowe / Barwell), checking out some spring wild flowers in a 
small meadow, when this phrase by John Muir came to mind. 
This statement is also true of our organization as well. We have 
our executive that works in the background directing the 
organization as well as each individual member who contributes 
to Owen Sound Field Naturalists through their membership, 
attendance at meetings and outings and many individual 
contributions. 

Anne Cathrae is one of those people whose tireless efforts have 
added so much to our meetings. Anne has organized the social 
snacks and drinks quietly for the past 14 years and we all have 
benefited from her efforts during the social part of our meeting. 
Thank you Anne. Your coordination of this aspect of the 
organization has been appreciated.  

Many significant events and activities have occurred this past 
year that will affect both the environment and this organization. 

 

“Ontario Government Abandons Endangered Species – Ontario 
Nature, David Suzuki Foundation, and Earthroots decry Cabinet 
decision to gut law protecting imperiled wildlife” Anne Bell, 
Ontario Nature.  

On May 31, 2013 the Ontario government announced a great 
number of exemptions for industry under the Endangered 
Species Act, 2007. Simply, the amendments to this previously 
exemplary bill lower the protection of endangered plants and 
animals by dramatically reducing oversight of activities affecting 
Ontario’s lakes, rivers, forests and wildlife. With urging from 
Ontario Nature, on your behalf, I have sent six different 

submissions to the local MPP, and the former and present 
Premier’s offices asking that this not be done. Hundreds of other 
submissions were also sent by both individuals and 
organizations; however, this Provincial government decided to 
move ahead with the changes. A frustrating moment to be sure. 
More information can be found on our web site. 

Owen Sound Field Naturalists has agreed to become stewards of 
several properties. The first one is the Crowe / Barwell parcel, a 
large portion of which was donated by our own Joan and Walter 
Crowe, is adjacent to the Long Swamp.  It has diverse 
topography and plant species (just ask Joan). The second is the 
Davis Property located at the northeast corner of Hwy 6 and 
Dyers Bay Road. Dave and Barbara Fidler are leading the 
monitoring of this section. Both these properties are owned by 
Nature Conservancy of Canada. The third, called Sauble Dunes 
Nature Preserve, was recently donated to Ontario Nature by 
Dennis and Gwen Lewington.  It is located between Chief’s Point 
and Sauble Falls. I have explored this property a few times. It is 
diverse and includes wetlands and sand dunes. 

As stewards, we have a great opportunity to become involved in 
monitoring properties that are being preserved for future 
generations. This fall, we will be providing more details about 
how you can be part of this ‘stewardship’ project. 

It has been a very eventful year. A special thank you to the 
executive for their hard work on behalf of this organization. As 
the new executive continues to pursue the goals of the Owen 
Sound Field Naturalists, I would encourage you to give 
suggestions, participate in meetings and field trips and offer 
your assistance when you have time. We look forward to 
exciting events in the coming year. 

Stewart Nutt, President 

 

Cover Photo:  Bayview Escarpment Provincial Nature Reserve.  Credit: Rik Sepalla 

Ontario Government Abandons Endangered 

Species 
Submitted by Anne Bell, Ontario Nature 

The future for species at risk in Ontario does not look good 

right now, as the provincial Cabinet announced on May 31 its 

approval of sweeping exemptions for industry under the 

Endangered Species Act, 2007. Our heartfelt "thanks" to all of 

you for your support of our efforts on this issue. Though we 

didn't win this round, we are committed to working with you 

to fight for better protection of species at risk and biodiversity 

in Ontario. For more information on what these exemptions 

mean, contact Anne Bell at anneb@ontarionature.org  

Advocate for Nature 
As an Advocate for Nature, you will receive important 
conservation action alerts by e-mail when your help is urgently 
needed. Each alert includes a summary of an environmental 
issue and a recommended action. Ontario Nature has recently 
issued alerts on the Endangered Species Act, reforming the 
Mining Act and the Far North Act. 
Visit www.ontarionature.org/act/advocateform.php to add 
your name online. 

mailto:anneb@ontarionature.org
http://ontarionature.thankyou4caring.org/page.redir?target=http%3a%2f%2fwww.ontarionature.org%2fact%2fadvocateform.php&srcid=1840&srctid=1&erid=290921&trid=3c08e00b-2dfa-471b-a24d-aa53ea4eb0ef
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Fall Program 

Indoor Programs 

Indoor meetings are held on the second Thursday of each month (except July and August) in the auditorium of the Owen Sound 

and North Grey Union Public Library at 7 pm. Speakers are chosen to provide a wide range of topics. Their expertise covers 

natural history subjects that may be local, provincial, national or international in scope. Indoor meetings are open to the public.    

Outdoor programs are designed to help members discover new areas of natural interest, add to their knowledge of natural 

history or simply enjoy a walk in the woods with like-minded people. Participation numbers are limited on most outings to 

ensure the quality of the experience and to reduce impact on the environments visited.  You will need to call to register. 

Thursday, September 12, 
2013  
Native Plants—an Essential 
Part of our Ecology-Paul 
LaPorte 
 
Join the president of the North 
American Native Plant Society 
(NANPS) for a photographic 
presentation which will 
demonstrate the definitive role 
of native plants in the life cycle 
of numerous insects/
pollinators.  You will be 
amazed by the successive 
interactions that take place 
throughout the food chain 
because of these relationships.   
Paul will mention how to 
establish a native plant garden 
with minimal effort and no 
chemicals.  He will also provide 
an overview of the NANPS 
which promotes native plants 
as an essential part of our 
ecology.  

Thursday, October 10, 2013 
Citizen Science with the 
Ontario Reptile & 
Amphibian Atlas-Catherine 
L. Jimenea 

Turtles cross roads, snakes 
have forked tongues and 
lizards lose their tails. Yet, 
these wonderful animals are 
widely misunderstood and 
many are threatened with 
extinction. Join Ontario Nature 
in a presentation where you 
will learn about the diversity of 
the reptiles and amphibians in 
Ontario, why their populations 
are in decline and why they are 
important to our ecosystem. 
You will also find out about the 
innovative ways of 
participating as a citizen 
scientist with the Ontario 
Reptile and Amphibian Atlas to 
help with the conservation 
efforts of Ontario’s reptiles and 
amphibians.  

Thursday, November 14, 
2013  

Where Few Have Gone-
Dave Tannahill 

Join Dave Tannahill on the trip 
of a lifetime. Starting in 
southern Chile, Dave boarded a 
ship for 35 days at sea. It took 
him to Antarctica, remote 
islands of the south and sub-
tropical Atlantic.  The voyage 
was one of discovery:  seabirds 
galore, great whales and sea-
tossed oceanic islands seen by 
few.  Dave will share pictures, 
tales and insights gained on his 
voyage in his unique and 
entertaining style.  

Thursday, December 12, 2013  

Member’s Night Hosted by Jim 

Ansell    

A potpourri of OSFN members’ 

slides, displays, art, collections 

and compositions focusing on the 

natural world.  A limit of 10 slides 

and 10 minutes of presentation 

time is preferred.  Register your 

presentation with Jim Ansell at 

519-270-8570 or 

jansell@sympatico.ca 

Wondering about our Fall outdoor programs?  They are not forgotten! 

Information about all Fall outdoor hikes/events will be available at the 

indoor meetings, in our program flyer which will be available in September 

and through the e-herald.   

mailto:jansell@sympatico.ca
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Barbara Palmer took this photo of a fisher on the Bruce Trail 
north of The Glen on Grey Road 17 on May 29, 2013. There 
were two young fishers. They were very curious and fearless 
and no adult was to be seen.  Barbara was surprised to have 
an encounter with these young fishers, so close to home. 

The Fisher (Martes pennanti) 
The fisher, a member of the weasel family 
(Mustelidae) is a solitary creature well adapted to 
catching small mammals, birds and fish.  It has an 
elongated, low-slung torso and short legs.  Its tail is 
long relative to its body. 
 
Mustelids, including fisher, possess fewer, but more 
specialized, teeth than do other carnivores. Extended 
incisors, with needle-like points, allow them to 
dispatch prey quickly with a fatal bite to the back of 
the neck near the base of the skull. The fisher is 
known to pursue squirrels and birds through the tree 
canopy. It is also one of the few predators of 
porcupine. 
 
The fisher, similar to other members of the weasel 
family, experiences delayed implantation. After 
copulation and fertilization, which usually take place 
shortly after a female gives birth in spring, the rapidly 
growing embryo, known as a blastocyst at this stage, 
ceases development and remains “suspended” in the 
uterus. In February or March of the following year, 
the blastocyst implants in the uterine wall and the 
embryo resumes normal development. The birth of 
kits follows 30 days later, usually in April. Delayed 
implantation provides several advantages. It ensures 

the birth of offspring at a time of year when 
environmental conditions are favourable and food 
supplies are adequate; fisher mothers are able to 
meet the energy requirements of nursing and 
weaning offspring without the extra demands of 
growing fetuses; and young fisher kits have sufficient 
time to grow and become expert hunters before the 
arrival of the next winter. 
 
The fisher was reintroduced onto the Bruce Peninsula 
in the late 1970s or early 1980s.  Its population has 
expanded in southern Ontario and it is considered 
secure in Ontario. 

The Bruce Peninsula Biosphere Association has initiated a 

project to develop a community conservation and 

stewardship plan for the Bruce Peninsula.  They are hosting a 

series of workshops which are intended to bring the 

community together to identify key issues affecting the Bruce 

Peninsula and to discuss a community plan of action to ensure 

their protection for the future.  A workshop concerning Inland 

Waters will be held on August 24 in Lion’s Head and August 

29 in Tobermory.  Further information is available by 

contacting Sean Liipere, Program Manager at 

sean_liipere@hotmail.com or by visiting www.bpba.ca 

Special Outdoor Program 

The Young Naturalists invite members of the 

Owen Sound Field Naturalists to join them 

for an afternoon outing at O’Keefe Grange, a 

heritage apple and pear farm.  This farm is 

located south of Bruce County Road 17 

between Tara and Burgoyne.  Follow the 

apple signs to 1070 Concession 2 Arran.   

Further details, including times, will be 

available closer to the date through the e-

herald.   

Registration will be required. 
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Thank you to the members who have provided content 

for this newsletter or who have proof read.  Submissions 

for the next issue can be sent to ntoth@rogers.com  

prior to  October 31, 2013. 

Grey-Bruce Coming Events 

Bluewater Association of Lifelong Learning series about Women in Science starting September 5, 2013. 

Cabot Head Research Station of the Bruce Peninsula Bird Observatory, Open House , September 7, 2013. 

Grey-Bruce Children’s Water Festival, September 17—19, 2013. 

Wild for the Arts, MacGregor Point Provincial Park, September 21 and 22, 2013. 

2013 Ontario Nature Youth Summit for Biodiversity and Green Solutions, Orillia, September 20—22, 2013. 

Bruce Grey Forest Festival, October 8—10, 2013. 

Bruce Peninsula Bird Observatory Fundraising Dinner, November 16, 2013. 

At each indoor meeting Rob Kearns has 

coffee or tea available for purchase.  This 

coffee is purchased through the Creemore 

Coffee Company.  Motivated by concern for 

nature and birds; they provide a quality 

shade grown coffee which is bird friendly.  

Your purchase supports habitat both locally 

and in Central America.   The money raised 

through coffee sales is invested in field 

naturalist projects. 

Many of us enjoy socializing over a cup of 

coffee or tea or enjoy a cookie courtesy of 

another club member.   

We have not had anyone step forward to 

coordinate our monthly snacks.  Therefore, 

we are facing a change in how our meetings 

appear.   

Do you value this time to socialize?  Then 

consider helping out by organizing the 

serving of beverages and snacks.  Contact 

Stew Nutt at 519-797-5490 or 

stewnutt@gmail.com 
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March 24, Looking at Winter Tracks  

Twelve members and affiliates met on Sunday afternoon near 
Jeff Kinchen’s Bognor family farm to consider ‘impressions in the 
snow’ – hitherto known as tracks— and what they tell us about 
animal life.  Winter tracking can be very satisfying.  The track 
itself is highly visible and tells a quick story about direction and 
speed among other details (depending on your expertise!). Jeff 
was an inspired leader and knew what he was talking about.  He 
has spent a lifetime reading, watching and learning from his 
mentors while reinforcing that knowledge with his own 
explorations in all seasons on the family farm. He has great form 
and taught us that to be a good tracker you have to take your 
gloves off and be prepared to put your fingers into the snow to 
feel for the pads, dew claw and other anatomical differences 
within the print itself. 

The group learned the differences between the tracks of wild 
turkey, grouse and crows.  We were also delighted with the 
astute observation (thanks Andy for bringing your binoculars!) 
of 3 high and circling bald eagles and a raven in the sky 
overhead. 

We enjoyed seeing evidence of deer scuffling in the snow to 
expose green grasses below the snow and also a deer 'bed' area 
and bitten-off shrub tips in the bush.   We were excited by 

coyote tracks coming and going as they searched, listened and 
“pounced” for moles/voles. Jeff showed us the pounce “track” 
position and the resulting hole in the snow as they scooped up a 
vole. The coyote tracks were much smaller than we'd expected; 
and who knew there's a way to tell an adult male from a female 
coyote? There is a naturally occurring wider pelvis in females 
resulting in the fact that the back leg/feet are pushed out a bit 
wider than the front feet.  When you’re skilled, you can tell the 
gender of the animal!  We viewed lots of rabbit tracks, especially 
under hemlocks where a corpulent porcupine, in a tree 
overhead, snipped off branch tips which made fine fare for the 
rabbits on the forest floor beneath. Jeff said porcupines have 
been much smaller these last few years.  Perhaps this is due to 
coyote pressure.  We also enjoyed the swirling 'railroad' tracks 
of voles under the snow and viewed a mink slide track running 
into the water.  There were some raccoon tracks this visit but no 
foxes.  Squirrels were evident of course and some signs of 
chipmunk excitement along rocky fence lines. Coming back we 
noticed some strange boot and snowshoe tracks…..what a large 
track we all made! 

Photo and article submitted by: Beth Anne Currie 

Club News 

Caption: Exploring the Kinchen Farm near Bognor. 
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A Hike in Bayview Escarpment Provincial 
Nature Reserve 

A perfect spring day saw twelve Owen Sound Field Naturalist 
hikers, led by Norah Toth, exploring the Bayview Escarpment 
Provincial Nature Reserve.  It encompasses approximately 450 
hectares of land which consist of mature coniferous and mixed 
hardwood forests as well as numerous crevice caves.  The goal 
of this hike was to learn about the many wildflowers in the park, 
but the late spring meant only a few plants were in bloom.  
Among these were a brilliant blue-petalled clump of  Sharp-
lobed Hepaticas (Anemone nobilis var. acuta) and Yellow Trout-
lilies (Erythronium americanum). 

The lack of blooms did not deter the hikers who began 
identifying ferns such as Hart’s Tongue Fern (Asplenium 
scolopendrium), Maidenhair Fern (Adiantum pedatum), and 
Northern Holly Fern (Polystichum lonchitis).  They examined 
several fascinating Scarlet Cup fungi, a tiny nest, a pile of 
feathers and the leaves of many emerging plants such as Wild 
Leek (Allium tricoccum), Blue Cohosh (Caulophyllum 
thalictroides) and  Squirrel-corn (Dicentra canadensis).  This was 
an exciting first-time visit for several of the hikers who decided 
to return to the park in the near future. 

Submitted by: Nancy Sepalla 

Club News 
Continued 

Sharp-lobed Hepatica in blue tones. Credit: Rik Sepalla. 

The Crowe/Barwell Properties 

Our field naturalist’s club has entered into an 

agreement to monitor and manage the Crowe/

Barwell properties for the purpose of 

conservation. We have agreed to maintain these 

properties in a natural state so that the biological 

diversity can be preserved.  

In March, several members of the executive had 

the chance to tour these properties.  Led jointly by 

Cara Copeland of the Nature Conservancy of 

Canada and Joan Crowe they had a great time 

bushwhacking, snowshoeing and chatting.  “There 

is a trail but it was quite wet so we went into the 

bush to avoid the wet areas” said Beth Anne 

Currie.  “It was worth seeing and I'd like to go 

again to explore the tops of the drumlins.”  

Submitted by: Beth Anne Currie 

 Joan Crowe snowshoeing through the Crowe/

Barwell properties.  Credit: Stewart Nutt 
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Short on Vitamin N? Here’s a brief list of nature activities 

to help you connect your kids, and yourself, to the health 

and cognitive benefits of nature time. (For a more complete 

collection of 100 actions, for families, schools, and 

communities see Last Child in the Woods, from which the 

following suggestions are drawn.) 

1. Invite native flora and fauna into your life. Maintain a 

birdbath. Replace part of your lawn with native plants. 

Build a bat house. For backyard suggestions, plus links to 

information about attracting wildlife to apartments and 

townhouses, see the National Audubon Society’s Invitation 

to a Healthy Yard. Make your yard a National Wildlife 

Federation (NWF) Certified Wildlife Habitat. 

2. Revive old traditions. Collect lightning bugs at dusk, 

release them at dawn. Make a leaf collection. Keep a 

terrarium or aquarium. Go crawdadding — tie a piece of 

liver or bacon to a string, drop it into a creek or pond, wait 

until a crawdad tugs. Put the garden hose to good use: 

make a mud hole. (Your kids will sleep well later.) 

3. Help your child discover a hidden universe. Find a 

scrap board and place it on bare dirt. Come back in a day or 

two, carefully lift the board (watch for unfriendly critters), 

and see how many species have found shelter there. 

Identify these creatures with the help of a field guide. 

Return to this universe once a month, lift the board and 

discover who’s new. 

4. Encourage your kids to go camping in the backyard. 

Buy them a tent or help them make a canvas tepee, and 

leave it up all summer. Join the NWF’s Great American 

Backyard Campout. 

5. Take a hike. With younger children, choose easier, 

shorter routes and prepare to stop often. Or be a stroller 

explorer. “If you have an infant or toddler, consider 

organizing a neighborhood stroller group that meets for 

weekly nature walks,” suggests the National Audubon 

Society. The American Hiking Society offers good tips on 

how to hike with teenagers. Involve your teen in planning 

hikes; prepare yourselves physically for hikes, and stay 

within your limits (start with short day hikes); keep pack 

weight down. For more information, consult the American 

Hiking Society or a good hiking guide, such as John 

McKinney’s Joy of Hiking. In urban neighborhoods, put on 

daypacks and go on a mile hike to look for nature. You’ll 

find it — even if it’s in the cracks of a sidewalk. 

6. Be a cloudspotter or build a backyard weather 

station. No special shoes or drive to the soccer field is 

required for “clouding.” A young person just needs a view 

of the sky (even if it’s from a bedroom window) and a 

guidebook. Cirrostratus, cumulonimbus, or lenticularis, 

shaped like flying saucers, “come to remind us that the 

clouds are Nature’s poetry, spoken in a whisper in the 

rarefied air between crest and crag,” writes Gavin Pretor-

Pinney in his wonderful book The 

Cloudspotter’s Guide. To build a backyard weather station, 

read The Kid’s Book of Weather Forecasting, by 

Mark Breen, Kathleen Friestad, and Michael Kline. 

7. Collect stones. Even the youngest children love 

gathering rocks, shells, and fossils. To polish stones, use an 

inexpensive lapidary machine-a rock tumbler. See Rock 

and Fossil Hunter, by Ben Morgan. 

8. Encourage your kids to build a tree house, fort, or 

hut. You can provide the raw materials, including sticks, 

boards, blankets, boxes, ropes, and nails, but it’s best if 

kids are the architects and builders. The older the kids, the 

more complex the construction can be. For understanding 

and inspiration, read Children’s Special Places, by 

David Sobel. Treehouses and Playhouses You Can 

Build, by David and Jeanie Stiles describes how to erect 

sturdy structures, from simple platforms to multistory or 

multitree houses connected by rope bridges. 

MUD IS GOOD! Ten Easy Ways to Connect Your 

Family to the Joy of Nature 
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Mud is Good...Continued 

9. Plant a garden. If your children are little, choose seeds 

large enough for them to handle and that mature quickly, 

including vegetables. Whether teenagers or toddlers, 

young gardeners can help feed the family, and if your 

community has a farmers’ market, encourage them to sell 

their extra produce. Alternatively, share it with the 

neighbors or donate it to a food bank. If you live in an 

urban neighborhood, create a high-rise garden. A landing, 

deck, terrace, or flat roof typically can accommodate 

several large pots, and even trees can thrive in containers 

if given proper care. 

10. Invent your own nature game. One mother’s 

suggestion: “We help our kids pay attention during longer 

hikes by playing ‘find ten critters’—mammals, birds, 

insects, reptiles, snails, other creatures. Finding a critter 

can also mean discovering footprints, mole holes, and 

other signs that an animal has passed by or lives 

there.” (For inspiration, take a look at the finalists and 

winner of Clif Kids’ 2012 Backyard Game of the Year 

contest.) 

For more suggestions, in addition to Last Child in the 

Woods, a number of recent books offer great advice, 

including Fed Up with Frenzy, by C&NN’s Suz Lipman, I 

Love Dirt! by Jennifer Ward, and the free booklet A 

Parent’s Guide to Nature Play by Ken Finch. Also, the 

classic Sharing Nature With Children by Joseph Cornell. 

Online, Nature Rocks is another good resource. 

And of course visit the Children & Nature Network for 

more ideas for your family and community, including an 

action guide for change, toolkits to create a Family Nature 

Club or become a Natural Leader, resources for Natural 

Teachers and pediatricians  — as well as state and national 

news and the latest research. Connect with the grassroots 

campaigns and efforts of others around the world. And 

please tell us how your own family, school, organization, 

or community connects young people to nature. 

Author:  Richard Louv 

Richard Louv is Co-Founder and Chairman Emeritus of 

the Children and Nature Network. He is the author of 

eight books, including "The Nature Principle: Reconnecting 

with Life in a Virtual Age" and "Last Child in the Woods: 

Saving Our Children from Nature-Deficit Disorder"      

Printed with permission. 
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God on Lawns: 

The scene: In Heaven - God and St. Francis talk about lawns…… 

God: Hey St. Francis, you know all about gardens and nature.  What in the world is going on down there in the Midwest? What happened to the 

dandelions, violets, thistle and stuff I started eons ago?  I had a perfect “no maintenance” garden plan.  Those plants grow in any type of soil, 

withstand drought and multiply with abandon.  The nectar from the long lasting blossoms attracts butterflies, honey bees and flocks of songbirds.  

I expected to see a vast garden of colours by now; but all I see are these green rectangles. 

St. Francis: It’s the tribes that settled there, Lord.  The Suburbanites.  They started calling your flowers “weeds” and went to great lengths to kill 

them and replace them with grass. 

God: Grass? But it’s so boring.  It’s not colourful.  It doesn’t attract butterflies, birds and bees, only grubs and sod worms.  It’s temperamental with 

temperatures.  Do these Suburbanites really want all that grass growing there? 

St. Francis: Apparently so, Lord.  They go to great pains to grow it and keep it green.  They begin each spring by fertilizing grass and poisoning any 

other plant that crops up in the lawn. 

God: The spring rains and warm weather probably make grass grow really fast.  That must make the Suburbanites happy.  

St. Francis: Apparently not, Lord.  As soon as it grows a little, they cut it….sometimes twice a week. 

God: They cut it? Do they then bail it like hay? 

St. Francis: Not exactly, Lord. Most of them rake it up and put it in bags. 

God: They bag it? Why?  Is it a cash crop?  Do they sell it? 

St. Francis: No sir, just the opposite.  They pay to throw it away. 

God: Now let me get this straight.  They fertilize grass so when it does grow, they cut it off and pay to throw it away? 

St. Francis: Yes, Sir. 

God: These Suburbanites must be relieved in the summer when we cut back on the rain and turn up the heat.  That surely slows the growth and 

saves them a lot of work. 

St. Francis: You are not going to believe this Lord.  When the grass stops growing so fast, they drag out hoses and pay more money to water it so 

they can continue to mow it and pay to get rid of it. 

God: What nonsense.  At least they kept some of the trees.  That was a sheer stroke of genius, if I do say so myself.  The trees grow leaves in the 

spring to provide beauty and shade in the summer.  In the autumn, they fall to the ground and form a natural blanket to keep moisture in the soil 

and protect the trees and bushes.  Plus, as they rot, the leaves form compost to enhance the soil.  It’s a natural circle of life. 

St. Francis: You better sit down, Lord.  The Suburbanites have drawn a new circle.  As soon as the leaves fall, they rake them into great piles and 

pay to have them hauled away. 

God: No. What do they do to protect the shrub and tree roots in the winter to keep the soil moist and loose? 

St. Francis: After throwing away the leaves, they go out and buy something which they call mulch.  They haul it home and spread it around in 

place of the leaves. 

God: And where do they get this mulch? 

St. Francis: They cut down trees and grind them up to make the mulch. 

God: Enough. I don’t want to think about this anymore.  Sister Catherine, you’re in charge of the arts.  What movie have you scheduled for us 

tonight? 

Sister Catherine: “Dumb and Dumber”, Lord.  It’s a real stupid movie about….. 

God: Never mind, I think I just heard the whole story from St. Francis. 

A Bit of Humour 
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A Purr-fect Pest 

House cats are destructive, invasive animals 

There is an invasive species in the United States responsible for 

the deaths of an estimated 14.7 billion birds and mammals each 

year.  If that’s not shocking enough, consider this: There’s a 

good chance that one of these invaders is living in your house. 

Another in a long line of scientific studies documenting the 

impact of outdoor cats on our natural environment has just 

been released, bringing national attention again to the issue.  

This study was published in Nature Communications and 

authored by scientists from the Smithsonian Conservation 

Biology Institute and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Another study, published in the peer-reviewed public health 

journal Zoonoses and Public Health, found that free-roaming 

cats also pose a threat from “serious public health diseases” to 

humans, domestic animals and wildlife.  The study came from 

scientists at the University of Tennessee and a retired scientist 

from the California Department of Fish and Game.  Among the 

key findings of that paper: 

Free-roaming cats are an important source of animal-

transmitted, serious diseases such as rabies, toxoplasmosis and 

plague; 

Free-roaming cats account for the most cases of human rabies 

exposure among domestic animals, and are the source for one-

third of rabies post-exposure treatments in the United States 

(because of inconsistent incident reporting, that number is likely 

an underestimate of the actual cases of rabies exposure); 

Trap, neuter and release programs may lead to increased, 

uninoculated populations of cats that can serve as a source of 

transmittable, serious diseases. 

The study also noted that since 1988, rabies has been detected 

more frequently in cats than in dogs; in 2008, the number of 

cats detected with rabies was four times higher than dogs.  In 

2010, rabies cases declined for all domestic animals except cats. 

A different study on the effects of urbanization on wildlife that 

tracked the early lives of gray catbirds in three areas of 

Washington, D.C.’s Maryland suburbs found that outdoor cats 

were the top source of known predation on the young birds.  

The study, by scientists from SCBI and Towson University, 

published in the Journal of Ornithology, found that almost 80 

percent of the catbird mortality in the study was from predation 

and that cats were the source of almost half of the known 

predation.  

On top of that, a University of Georgia study announced this 

past summer found that outdoor cats that killed did so once 

every 17 hours.  The study authors attached small video 

cameras to 60 outdoor domestic cats in the city of Athens, Ga., 

and recorded their outdoor activities during all four seasons. 

These recent studies and dozens more from years past, 

originating from highly esteemed organizations, lay to rest any 

argument as to whether or not outdoor cats inflict great 

damage on native wildlife.  They demand from the public a 

serious look at how we can protect biodiversity from this 

introduced predator. 

The only sure way to protect wildlife, cats and people is for 

domestic cats to be permanently removed from the outdoor 

environment. 

Trap-neuter-release programs that perpetuate the slaughter of 

wildlife and encourage the dumping of unwanted cats is a failed 

strategy being implemented across the United States without 

any consideration for environmental, human health, or animal 

welfare effects.  It can no longer be tolerated. 

Local governments need to act swiftly and decisively to gather 

the 30 million to 80 million unowned cats, aggressively seek 

adoptions, and establish sanctuaries for or euthanize those cats 

that are not adoptable. 

Any notion that cats need “outdoor time” flies in the face of 

reality.  Outdoor cats live about one-third as long as indoor cats, 

owing to their exposure to a variety of diseases, parasites and 

toxins, as well as to their predictable run-in with dogs, other 

cats, foxes, coyotes, vehicles and, of course, abusive people. 

Only through proper identification can lost cats be consistently 

returned to their homes, and no owners need worry about 

accidental adoption or euthanasia of their beloved companion.  

It is also time to treat cat owners as we treat dog owners by 

enforcing anti-abandonment laws and requiring leashes or 

enclosures for cats outdoors.  Such an approach is better for 

cats, better for birds and better for people. 

George Fenwick, president of the American Bird Conservancy, 

received a Ph.D. in pathobiology at the Johns Hopkins 

University, studying the effects of alien species on native birds. 

He wrote this for the Baltimore Sun. 

The following article has been reprinted from the Sunday, March 3, 2013 issue of The Monitor, a Texas newspaper.  There is definitely a U.S. bias 

to the information, but along with Dave and Barbara Fidler, I felt that the general theme could be easily transferred to Canada.  It is food for 

thought but does not necessarily reflect the position of the Owen Sound Field Naturalists. 
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Chasing the Great Gray Owl 
By: Mike Pickup   
 

Birding is a passion of mine and I can be seen at any time 
of the day on birding outings. MacGregor Park is my 
favourite place to bird. As a Birder, I am interested in all 
species; but especially owls. I have conducted Owl Prowls 
for the Huron Fringe Birding Festival in past years, owl 
surveys for the Breeding Bird Atlas Program and presently, 
annual Nocturnal Owl surveys for Bird Studies Canada. 
When invasions of Great Grey Owls occur in southern 
Ontario, I am especially interested in hunting for them.  
 
Of the large Ontario owls, the Great Gray is the largest 
although the Great Horned and the Snowy are heavier and 
stronger. The Great Gray has a large round head (no ear 
tufts) and large facial discs with bright yellow eyes. It also 
has a conspicuous white “bow tie” on its throat and is 
generally gray all over with long loose feathers on its 
breast and tail.  
 
The Great Gray inhabits the northern forests of Canada 
from Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta 
and British Columbia to the North West Territories and the 
Yukon. It is also found across some of the northern United 
States and Alaska. Its food source is voles; but it will also 
capture other small rodents, red squirrels and sometimes 
snowshoe hares. It is normally nocturnal. 
 
I have taken it upon myself to study this mysterious bird 
and look forward to seeing it when it turns up in southern 
Ontario. The Great Gray, on occasion, invades southern 
Ontario. This occurs during the winter when food sources 
are reduced in their normal habitat. These eruptions occur 
every eight to 12 years. I have been lucky to see the Great 
Gray when it has visited southern Ontario.  
 
My first southern Ontario sighting was in 1984  on a day 
outing with Martin Parker. As we travelled north on Hwy. 
6 to Tobermory we spotted the owl perched on top of a 
tree. This was my first Great Gray Owl, a lifer. On the same 
trip, we located a Varied Thrush that was visiting a feeder 
in Tobermory. Two lifers in one day!  
 
My next sighting occurred in 1996. This time I was on a 
FON (now Ontario Nature) trip on the Bruce Peninsula, 
again with Martin. We observed owls in various locations - 
Cape Chin north and Dyer’s Bay and Clarke’s roads. Owls 
were perched on fence posts and on tree tops and we saw 
them flying as they hunted for food. There were probably 
10 to 12 birds on the peninsula that year and records of 
owls were reported all over southern Ontario. Birders and 

non-birders flocked to these areas en masse. 
Unfortunately, when people congregated, many owls 
became distressed and were subsequently accidently 
killed by passing motorists. Please be careful and 
respectful of the owls’ presence when taking photos.  
 
Another opportunity to see a Great Gray occurred in 2004. 
Again owls were reported in Ottawa, Orillia, Midland and 
Bruce County.  With technology getting better and the 
advent of “Ontbirds” the Ontario Field Ornithologists list 
serve, where rare birds are reported.  Many people 
flocked to these areas. So on a sunny winter day in March, 
with my grandson Jordan in tow, we set out to find Great 
Grays. On arriving in Midland, we were able to locate an 
owl perched on a hydro pole. As we studied the bird, it 
flew to the ground and then up into a tree. We were 
careful not to distress the bird, took photos and left. On 
further sorties we found 3 other owls in various locations.  
In 2004, on a birding excursion with Fred Jazvac and a 
couple of other birders, we went in search of the owl on 
the Bruce Peninsula. On this trip we located a single owl 
on Warner Bay Road in Tobermory.  
 
In 2012, a single a Great Gray was reported  near 
Kingsville, Ontario. I was unable to see this bird because of 
my health, but it made headlines. Newspaper reporters 
and TV media personnel reported the bird in daily news 
reports. Many people were lucky as this was the furthest 
south any owl had  ever been reported to have ventured 
in Ontario.  
 
So in 2013, as owls were again reported across southern 
Ontario, my wife Vicky and I set out to see if we could find 
any. On March 10 , a pleasant winter day, we set out for 
Tobermory to search areas where Great Grays had been 
seen other years.  There were reports of Great Grays being 
seen on the Bruce Peninsula, but we had no luck finding 
any. On our way home I decided to try one last spot, 
Clarke`s Road. As we slowly drove along the road I spotted 
an owl perched on a tree top approximately five feet from 
the edge of the road. Carefully we studied the bird noting 
its appearance, we took some photos and then left the 
area. This bird was resplendent in appearance as it posed 
for us.  
 
The Great Gray is a very mysterious and beautiful bird. As 
it erupts into the south its habits change from being 
nocturnal to diurnal, in other words hunting during 
daylight hours. This makes them more visible and results 
in their becoming distressed when people disturb them. 
Please respect them, do not disturb them, take your 
photos from a distance and leave them to their domain. 
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Chasing the Great Gray Owl: continued 

 

The Great Gray Owl is considered 

North America’s largest owl. 

Height—60 to 76 cm (24 to 30 inches) 

Wingspan—approximately 152 cm 

(60 inches) 

Weight—0.9 to 1.4 kilogram (2 to 3 

pounds) 

A Great Gray Owl seen on the Bruce 

Peninsula, March 2013.  Credit: Mike 

Pickup 

Each year the Owen Sound Field Naturalists works with local 

educators to find a student who would benefit from being sent to the 

Ontario Nature 2013 Youth Summit for Biodiversity and Green 

Solutions.  This weekend event is held in September at the YMCA 

Geneva Park near Orillia.  In 2013, our club will be financially 

supporting Ali Gladwell, a Grade 12 student at West Hill Secondary 

School so that she can attend this youth summit. 

For 15 years prior to his retirement in 2004 from the Ministry 
of Natural Resources (MNR), Bob Gray was the area ecologist 
at the MNR.  It was during this time that the Owen Sound Field 
Naturalists publications committee was formed.  To help the 
field naturalists with the production of these books, Bob made 
it possible for the MNR to assist with gathering data, typing 
draft copies and creating the graphics that were needed.  Many 
summer students helped with these projects.  Bob considers 
these Grey-Bruce field guides as one of the highlights of his 
career with the Ontario public service.   

At the Annual General Meeting, in recognition of his 
contributions to the club, Bob was presented with an 
arrangement of Great Gray Owl photos and a Life Membership. 

Mary Beth and Bob Gray 
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Announcing Sauble Dunes Nature Reserve 
A forested sand dune ecosystem that occurs in few other 

places in the world has become the latest addition to Ontario 

Nature’s network of reserves.  The property, named the Sauble 

Dunes Nature Reserve, was donated in loving memory of James 

and Eva Hetherington, and Ernest and Catharine Lewington as 

2012 came to a close.  Several Ontario Nature members and 

the Ontario Land Trust Assistance Program contributed funds 

to ensure that this property could be protected forever.  It 

features a network of exposed sand dunes that were once 

barren but now contain a scattering of hardy trees, shrubs, 

wildflowers and grasses.  Poorly drained depressions between 

the rolling dunes contain small swales (wetlands).  This dune 

and swale landscape came into existence some 3,000 to 4,000 

years ago as postglacial Lake Nipissing receded. 

The Sauble Dunes reserve protects 51 hectares of land just 

north of the town of Sauble Beach and is part of the Sauble 

Falls North Life Science Area of Natural and Scientific Interest.  

A portion of the 168-hectare Chief’s Point provincially 

significant coastal wetland complex also extends onto the 

property. 

The Sauble Dunes reserve contains a wonderful diversity of 

sensitive ecosystems that include habitat for several fascinating 

species.  The provincially and federally threatened Massasauga rattlesnake has been seen in the area – one of the 

southernmost occurrences of this species on the Bruce Peninsula.  Birds such as the northern waterthrush, purple 

finch, swamp sparrow and red-shouldered hawk also inhabit the reserve.   But plant life is the real highlight of Sauble 

Dunes.  Few plants can thrive in nutrient-poor sand dunes.  For this reason, finding several provincially rare species 

here, including long-leaved reed grass, dwarf lake iris and stiff yellow flax, is a rare treat.  In addition, Chief’s Point 

wetland contains provincially rare plants, among them beaked spikerush, Indian plantain and crested arrowhead, that 

will be the focus of Ontario Nature’s flora surveys in 2013. 

As with all new properties, Ontario Nature will first focus on creating a management plan to determine which plants 

and animals rely on this reserve, and identify any threats to them.  As well, the organization will examine whether an 

environmentally friendly trail can be created, so all 

members and supporters of Ontario Nature can enjoy this 

spectacular property.  

John Urquhart 

Printed with permission: Summer, 2013 ON Nature. 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 Bruce Peninsula Bird Observatory 

(BPBO) 10th Annual Fundraising Dinner from 5:30 to 9:30 pm at 

Best Western Inn on the Bay - Guest Speaker Prof. Chris 

Guglielmo on The Physiological Ecology of Migration in Birds & 

Bats (with a look at both flight and stopover 'refueling').  Prof. 

Guglielmo has a working research relationship with BPBO & 

Cabot Head Research Station.  - Silent Auction - 

 www.bpbo.ca for more information and ticket sales. 

Gwen and Dennis Lewington 

http://www.bpbo.ca
http://www.bpbo.ca
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Membership Application and Renewal Form 

Name……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Address…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Telephone……………………………………… E-mail………………………………………………………….Check here if renewal……. 
(your e-mail will be used for OSFN e-bulletin, last minute notices and digital receipt of the newsletter) 

Membership Category:  Single ($25)…………..  Family ($40)………… Student ($15)………….. 
 
Donation for Conservation Projects…………………………….  Donation to Conservation Trust Fund……………………………... 
 
Return with cheque to:  Owen Sound Field Naturalists, P.O. Box 401, Owen Sound, ON  N4K 5P7 
Or pay on-line using our PayPal option. 
 
By signing this form, I am agreeing that OSFN may contact me by phone or e-mail……………………………………….. 
We hereby confirm that e-mail and mail lists will not go beyond the OSFN.  (See privacy policy at osfn.ca) 
 

OSFN Board of Directors, 2013 – 2014 

President:  Stewart Nutt, 519-797-5490, stewnutt@gmail.com 

Past-President:  Peter Middleton, 519-376-3242, peter.middleton@sympatico.ca 

Vice-President:  John Dickson, 519-376-3789, jdickson@bmts.com 

Secretary:  Lynne Richardson, 519-599-3618, lynnerichardson@rogers.com 

Treasurer:  Barbara Fidler, 519-371-2919, fidlers.green@hotmail.com 

Membership:  Beth Anne Currie, 519-376-7237, bethannecurrie@sympatico.ca 

Program:  Andy Koshan, 519-372-9480, akoshan@yahoo.ca 

Publicity:  Bob Rice, bob@ningwakwe.on.ca  

Advertising:  Rob Kearns, 519-599-9959, rkearns000@sympatico.ca  

Member At-Large:  Dave Taylor, 519-794-4860, dtmtlog@bmts.com 

Hospitality:  Vacant 

Junior Naturalists:  Elaine Van Den Kieboom, 519-371-1989, ekieboom@queensbush.ca & Krista McKee (Grey-

Sauble Conservation Authority), 519-376-3076 

Supporting the Board 

Newsletter:  Norah Toth, 519-376-2918, ntoth@rogers.com 

Website:  Bill Moses, 519-371-4559, bill.mosesos@gmail.com 

mailto:peter.middleton@sympatico.ca
mailto:%20ekieboom@queensbush.ca
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Box 401, Owen Sound, ON  N4K 5P7

Knowing Nature Better 

The Owen Sound Field Naturalists advocate and nurture 

the appreciation, understanding, and conservation of 

our natural world.  We are like-minded individuals who 

enjoy programs and activities that help us increase our 

understanding of natural history and conservation.  The 

Grey-Bruce area is of particular interest to us.  


